
Candid Photography: Getting Started With
Are you tired of posed and predictable photographs? Do you want to capture
genuine and spontaneous moments that evoke true emotions? If so, then candid
photography is the perfect genre for you to explore. In this article, we will guide
you through the fascinating world of candid photography, from understanding
what it is all about to providing essential tips for getting started. So, grab your
camera, and let's dive in!

What is Candid Photography?

Candid photography, also known as street photography or documentary
photography, is all about capturing natural and unposed moments as they occur.
Unlike traditional posed photography, candid photography is focused on capturing
genuine emotions and interactions, making the viewer feel like they are part of
the scene.

When practicing candid photography, you need to be observant and quick to
capture those fleeting moments. It requires a keen eye for detail and an ability to
anticipate and react swiftly to capture the perfect shot. Whether you are
photographing people in public spaces, events, or even candid animal shots, the
aim is to freeze authentic moments that tell compelling stories.
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Essential Tips for Getting Started with Candid Photography

Now that you have a basic understanding of what candid photography is, here
are some essential tips to help you get started:

1. Blend into the Crowd

To capture genuine moments, it's crucial to blend into the crowd and become an
unnoticed observer. Dressing inconspicuously and using a camera that doesn't
draw excessive attention can help in this regard. The more invisible you are, the
more natural and authentic your subjects will behave.

2. Use a Telephoto Lens

A telephoto lens allows you to maintain a distance from your subjects while
capturing intimate moments. This lens enables you to capture candid shots
without invading personal space, making people feel more comfortable and
preserving the authenticity of the moment.

3. Be Patient

Patience is the key to capturing remarkable candid photographs. Many moments
unfold gradually, and you need to anticipate them. Take your time, observe your
surroundings, and wait for the perfect opportunity to capture a genuine and
compelling shot.

4. Focus on Expressions and Emotions

In candid photography, expressions and emotions are everything. Look for
moments that evoke a strong emotion or tell a story. From a child's laughter to an
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old couple holding hands, capturing the raw emotions of your subjects will make
your photographs truly unforgettable.

5. Experiment with Light and Composition

Don't be afraid to experiment with different lighting conditions and compositions.
Candid photography is all about capturing moments as they happen, and
sometimes that means working with challenging lighting situations. Embrace
shadows, silhouettes, and unique angles to add depth and intrigue to your
photographs.

6. Practice Stealth and Swift Reaction

To capture those decisive moments, you need to be quick and discreet. Practice
your reflexes and train yourself to react swiftly to capture the perfect shots without
disturbing the natural ambiance. With time and practice, you'll become a master
of stealthy candid photography.

Candid photography is an incredibly rewarding genre that allows you to capture
genuine and unposed moments. By following the essential tips we've provided,
you're well on your way to becoming an accomplished candid photographer.
Remember, practice makes perfect, so go out there, embrace the unpredictability
of life, and start capturing those extraordinary moments that make up the beauty
of candid photography!
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Ever imagined that the pictures on the cover were taken from far away?

Have you ever thought of taking stunning pictures with authentic feelings and
emotions?

There’s just one way to learn; Candid Photography: Getting Started With. In the
wake of the pandemic lockdown in September 2020, I was privileged to document
the Security Guard Strike in Norway. Armed with just my camera and a face mask
due to the partial lockdown caused by the Covid-19 virus. And I sure wouldn’t
miss a great story like this, so I knew I had to apply some vital skills if I was going
to stay safe, maintain social distance, and yet take creative shots. The only
answer was “Candid Photography,” a skill that kept me safe while taking
exceptional shots from miles away.

By the end of this book, you’ll learn the exact same thing I did to get exceptional
results, the ultimate truth about candid photography, all you need to know about
taking the best shot, tips, and tricks on professional editing, and a step-by-step
guide on the best way to maximize your photography skills.

“Candid Photography: Getting Started With,” your best shot at excellence!
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